
As the pandemic measures are being lifted, we have prepared an overview of the measures 
and support currently in place.

Many measures were lifted on May 25, 2020, as establishments reopened such as restaurants 
indoors (including food facilities in shopping centres), hotels, the inside premises of castles and 
chateaus, zoos, pools, saunas, wellness centres, and sports facilities including changing areas; 
events are permitted for up to 300 people. On Monday, May 25, we could go outside without 
face masks, except when inside buildings (not applicable for flats and offices with at least 2 m 
distance between workplaces), public transport and all other places with at least two people 
closer than two meters apart, other than members of the same household.   

All restrictions lifted are subject to adherence to strict hygiene rules.

Border rules

Border crossing rules relaxed on May 26, 2020. Road and railway crossings to Austria and 
Germany are subject to random checks only. Travelers can leave the Czech Republic without 
time restrictions, although they must still present a negative test for COVID-19, with 
the following exception: As of May 27, 2020, Czechs, Hungarians and Slovaks can travel 
between their countries without having to present a negative test for COVID-19 and without 
mandatory quarantine provided that their trip lasted no more than 48 hours. 

Citizens of other countries, however, are still restricted from entering the Czech Republic. 
EU citizens and foreign nationals with long-term residence in another EU member state can 
enter the Czech Republic for the period longer than 72 hours for economic purposes or to visit 
their family or partner with essentially no problem. The person wishing to enter presents a 
negative PCR test no more than four days old and a document proving the reason for their 
entry to the Czech Republic. 

Border crossings with neighbouring countries will continue to be relaxed gradually.  As of June 
the 15th 2020 there will be no limitation by traveling out of Czech Republic to firmly listed 
countries – the Government agreed on the so called traffic lights system of countries, whereas 
green means no negative COVID-19 test or quarantine required when returning from countries 
such as Germany, Austria, Slovakia, Hungary, Poland, Slovenia or Croatia. Spain and 
Italy are classified as yellow, this means for the Czech citizens that they do not need a 
negative COVID-19 test when travelling to these countries, however, for citizens of Spain and 
Italy and non-Czech citizens restrictions apply. Sweden and Great Britain are marked red, 
meaning a quarantine is required when returning from these countries back to Czech Republic. 

The actual traveling depends on whether the countries will open their borders, too.

Supporting measures from the state

Tax relief

Tax relief packages for businesses and natural persons remain in force. They involve tax relief 
measures such as waiving the June prepayments for personal and corporate income tax; real 
estate acquisition tax should be cancelled completely (the draft is being considered by the 
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Chamber of Deputies). The Chamber of Deputies also approved an “anti-crisis” tax package, 
which the Senate must now review and approve, as follows:
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 reducing VAT to 10% (now 15%) for accommodation services, entry to cultural and sporting 
events, sports facilities, ski lift fees, and entry to saunas and other similar facilities;

 reducing road tax by 25% for freight vehicles over 3.5 tons retroactively to the beginning of 
2020;

 introducing the institute of retroactive application of tax losses (loss carryback), based on 
which taxpayers can apply losses for 2020 to their tax returns for 2019 and 2018;

 expanding the powers of municipalities to grant real estate tax exemptions due to 
extraordinary events;

 cutting the time for repaying excise tax overpayments on “green diesel” from 60 to 40 days 
after the last day for filing tax returns. 

Caregivers’ allowance

An amendment has been passed modifying the caregivers’ allowance during the COVID-19 crisis 
- the support period for caregivers’ allowance is extended by the duration of the school or other 
facility closures due to the extraordinary epidemic measures, no later than June 30, 2020.

As schools and other similar facilities for certain children are already open and participation is 
voluntary, the Czech Social Security Administration has issued a new statement of care for 
claiming the caregivers’ allowance, where parents must state the objective reasons they are not 
sending their child to school. Applicants then give the form to their employer, who fills it in and 
files it with the relevant district social security administration office.

Caregivers’ allowance for individuals working under agreements on work performed outside an 
employment relationship

An individual working under an agreement on work performed outside an employment 
relationship who is caring for a child under 13 due to school or childcare facility closure or a 
person with at least Level 1 dependence whose school or social services facility has been closed 
is also entitled to caregivers’ allowance. These workers must meet additional conditions beyond 
those of employees:

 the agreement on work outside an employment relationship was made before March 11, 2020;

 health insurance premiums are withheld under the agreement on work for the month in which
the need to care for a child or disabled person arose;

 the claim to caregivers’ allowance lasts for the duration of the agreement, but ends no later
than the end of the measures closing schools / childcare facilities.



Caregivers’ allowance for self-employed

The caregivers’ allowance is also paid to self-employed individuals who cannot perform their 
business activities due to the need to care for a child under 13 or a person with at least Level 1 
dependence because of the extraordinary measures. 

Other support for self-employed

From March to August 2020 self-employed persons are not required to pay the minimum 
mandatory social security and health insurance payments.

Due to continued closures, an amendment to the Compensation Bonus Act was passed, under 
which affected self-employed persons can continue to request direct support of CZK 500 for 
the extended period from May 1 to June 8 for a maximum of CZK 19,500. The support is 
available for self-employed persons active as of March 12, 2020, or whose activities were 
suspended at any time after August 31, 2019 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

The above-mentioned support was also approved for applicants who are natural persons and 
shareholders in LLC whose ownership interest is not represented by a common certificate. The 
s.r.o. must have no more than two shareholders and both can apply for support, or more than 
two shareholders who are all members of the same family. In such case they can all apply for 
support. Just like self-employed individuals, applicants cannot also be an employee 
participating in health insurance (with the exception of employment / activities in that 
company, e.g. a mandate agreement as managing director or a work contract) and cannot be 
receiving an Antivirus contribution for the same period. Applicants also cannot receive the 
bonus both as an s.r.o. shareholder and as a self-employed person. Shareholders in companies 
that were in bankruptcy or liquidation or were unreliable payers pursuant to the VAT Act in the 
bonus period are not entitled to support.

The law also stipulates the possibility of another period that may be declared by government 
resolution from June 9 to August 31, 2020.  

Other support programmes

On May 18, 2020, the government approved the COVID-III programme under which self-
employed and business owners with up to 500 employees can apply for a state-subsidized 
loan from commercial banks guaranteed by Českomoravská záruční a rozvojová banka. The 
state support applies to operational loans up to CZK 50 million that are provided before 
December 31, 2020. Enterprises with up to 250 employees will be able to apply for an 
operational loan of up to 90% of the principal of a guaranteed loan, and enterprises with up to 
500 employees can receive a loan of up to 80% of the principal of a guaranteed loan, for a 
maximum amount of CZK 50 million. The guarantee period in both cases will be no more than 
three years. The business applies for a loan from its bank, which has a contract with 
Českomoravská záruční a rozvojová banka for portfolio guarantee for the COVID-III 
programme.

Other programmes are also in place: the COVID-19 Technology programme supporting the 
purchase of new technological equipment, the Czech Rise Up programme – Smart solutions 
against COVID-19 to promote swift implementation of new solutions to help fight against 
coronavirus, mitigate the impact of further spread of the virus and address the consequences 
of the crisis. On Monday, May 18, 2020, the government approved a continuation of this 
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programme under the name Czech Rise Up 2.0 with two calls: the first for the final phase of 
completing research and development and the second aimed at continuing de minimis support 
for a narrowly defined group of projects focusing on using existing technologies to create 
medical and non-medical solutions intended to help manage the economic and social 
consequences of the crisis, preparation for a possible second wave of the pandemic and 
support for strategic technologies.

Programme for exporters

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs announced an Emergency Package for Czech exporters to 
foreign markets. Exporters can access the Czech embassy services and other state aid tools – 
practical information on performing foreign operations during the coronavirus pandemic, 
assistance from embassies in handling problems related to trading, finding business 
opportunities, etc. For more information please see www.export.cz. 

Antivirus programme promoting employment and other options for employers

The Antivirus programme has also seen some changes: 
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 mode A, relating to employers forced to restrict operations due to the government crisis 
measures or quarantine ordered by the public health authority, was not extended, so 
financial support is available for the period until May 31, 2020 only; and

 mode B, relating to employers whose employees had obstacles to work on the part of the 
employer due to economic difficulties related to the spread of coronavirus, was extended 
until the end of August 2020. 

The Chamber of Deputies approved on May 29 the proposal to expand the Antivirus 
programme to include mode C, under which withholding payments for social security will be 
waived for employers with no more than 50 employees, under the following conditions:

 first, that they have no more than 50 employees in an employment relationship who take 
part in health insurance. The number of employees is determined as of the last day in March;

 second, that the employer does not lay off more than 10% of its employees and also 
maintains 90% of payroll volume as in March 2020;

 another condition is that the employer pays insurance premiums for employees on time and 
does not draw on support under mode B of the Antivirus programme in the same calendar 
month. 

Another relief measure for employers has been approved as well: until October 20, 2020 
employers will be able to defer social security payments they would have had to make for May 
and July 2020. Unfortunately, deferring payment will not be without consequence, but will be 
subject to a decreased penalty. 

www.export.cz
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Communication with the Czech Social Security Administration should become easier (more 
electronic). Employers will be able to submit certain documents electronically only (overview 
of the assessment base and insurance premium amount, pension insurance records, 
attachments to the application for health insurance benefit; notification of employee’s first day 
of employment and last day of employment - as of September 1, 2020 until the next working 
day at the latest). The option of paying insurance premiums in cash at the Czech Social 
Security Administration front desk will also be cancelled.

RENT programme

The government has also approved a subsidy for the programme supporting businesses 
affected by the global COVID-19 pandemic caused by the spread of SARS-CoV-19, called 
COVID – RENT, providing financial support to businesses operating retail or other services to 
customers in premises under lease or sublease agreements that were prohibited from 
conducting the sale of goods and services on the basis of the measures enacted, and thus 
were less able to create profits and pay their rent. The programme is currently awaiting 
notification with the European Commission. You can find more information on this programme 
in our news flash here: http://www.bpv-bp.com/download/newsalerts/
na_5_2020_i_eng_v2.pdf.

More support will be provided to businesses in tourism, culture and agriculture.
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